Automation for life

Energy saving and Solar powered openers
Enhanced technical performance and ease of use
Swing gate openers

EVE PRESTIGE line

The new state of the art in swing gate automation technology will provide years of reliable performance. Unique Italian stylish design combined with luxurious materials and unparalleled safety for you and your family.

The irreversible properties of the spindle keep the gate locked when closed.
Mechanical purity: one reduction gear only for maximal mechanical efficiency

I-BOX PRESTIGE line

Unique luxurious control stainless steel control box unit with spacious integrated battery storage compartment.
Professional main electronic board with low consumption technology.

Can be powered by AC power supply, back-up battery or solar panel for 100% autonomous use.

Featuring advantage options as Soft stop, Obstacle detection system, Integrated radio receiver & Antenna.

Prestigious details makes EVE an unique choice to automate your gate.
Corrosion resistant housing.
Double-shell cast aluminium with epoxy metallic paint.

- Low energy consumption 0,007A stand-by absorption only
- Built-in mechanical limits to stop in open & close position
- EVE LOCK key protected manual unlocking system
- Anti-torsion coaxial cable insertion
- Multi-position fixing brackets

EVE 900T for up to 5m wing
EVE 900 for up to 4m wing
Telescopic actuator SW400T up to 2.5m wing

Pulling slide actuator SW400 up to 1.8m wing

Telescopic actuators HC312 up to 2.5m wing
HC412 up to 3.5m wing
HC512 up to 4m wing
HC612 up to 5m wing

Pulling slide actuators HC418 up to 2m wing
HC518 up to 2.5m wing
HC618 up to 3m wing

Telescopic actuator EVO700T up to 4m wing
Pulling slide actuator EVO700T up to 5m wing

SW Just open it® line
Easy & Light duty

HC Just open it® line
Classic vintage design

EVO Just open it® line
Stylish modern design & stainless steel finishing

ARTIKO PRESTIGE line
Articulated arm gate opener with integrated electronic board & battery compartment.
A stand-alone unit. 12V/24 V version available.
This unique system enables gate automation when the dimensions of a large pillar prevents any other operator from being installed.Ideal for intensive use in any climate. For gates up to 3m long wing.

KONTROL Just open it® line
Control Box with Integrated battery compartment

Compact control box with high water insulation protection grade IP55.
Ideal for light and small entry level gate openers that do not require any adjustment.

GEO PRESTIGE line
Underground Swing Gate Operator provides an invisible solution and is ideal for ornamental swing gates. Discreet and aesthetic purity are obtained with this opener installed below grade in a waterproof casing.
Can open gate wings up to 180°.
Mechanical end limits also available.

Double shell housing Control Box for extra protection from humidity. Supplied with double insulation Toroidal transformer to ensure maximal electric safety.Easy settings adjustment for friendly use.

Entry level simple & essential control box
Compact and stylish Italian design is ideal for residential gates as well as light commercial applications, delivering accurate control and unsurpassed performance every time.

Powerful 24V DC Motor with Soft-Start Soft Stop operation extends operator and hardware life for heavy-duty gate use.

Measures: 18 x 33 x 23 cm

**Light weight gates**

SLIDE 446 12V motorgear for up to 400 kg featuring **DUCOSOL** technology

**Medium weight gates**

SLIDE 843 24V motorgear for up to 800 kg featuring **SOFT STOP**

**Heavy weight gates**

SLIDE 1043 24V motorgear for up to 1000 kg featuring **SOFT STOP**

**Solar powered version** delivers the performance you need, when you need it with an ultra-reliable Solar Power System.

Inner battery storage compartment for up to one 12V 7A back-up battery.

Amperometrical obstacle detection system to ensure safety. Tested and certified by international notify bodies such as Intertek & Nemko.

**Rack 8612 FE**

1m long steel racks

Fixing plate for a smart and easy motor fixing position adjustment.

Rack 8612 supplied in 0.5 m long racks made of resistant Hostaform®

Low energy consumption 0.007A stand-by absorption only

Mechanical simplicity to deliver high performances, efficiency and reliability by any weather.

Equipped with in-house manufactured double insulated dc motors.

Key protected manual release system to easily open your gate manually by power failure.
When it comes to your home, only the best is what you deserve. Unrivaled beauty, sturdy efficiency and unequaled performances makes Tower the ideal solution for the most demanding sliding gate environments. Increases the value of your property, and guarantees greater security for your home.

TOWER PRESTIGE

TOWER A
High, sumptuous and elegant stainless steel opener featuring integrated battery storage compartments is ideal for back-up battery or solar powered system
Measures: 18 x 13 x 64 cm h

TOWER B
Compact and essential design in elegant stainless steel case make TOWER B as minimalist as powerful to operate up to 1000 kg and 20m long sliding gates
Measures: 18 x 13 x 40 cm h

Magnetic limits ensure precision of end stops

Electronic board
Back-up battery storage compartments
Motorgear
Garage door openers

FLEX PRESTIGE line

A note of personality stands out the solidity and strength of this unique garage door opener born to provide reliability year after year.

Featuring Battery Backup to ensure you safely enter your property even by ac power failure.

Powerful timerized courtesy light will ensure extra light for added safety

Soft-Start Soft Stop operation extends operator and hardware life.

Electric limits to set the closed & open door stops

UP Just open it line

Ideal for Sectional, spring or counterweights* balanced overhead garage doors Powered by Ducati's powerful motorgear, delivers up to 120 kg lifting capacity, for opening garage doors that are heavier or oversized

Belt drive features a super strong steel-reinforced belt, quiet enough that it won’t disturb adjacent living spaces.

Chain drive version built to deliver strength & durability for reliable performance

Manual unlocking system is provided to release the door from inside or outside the garage

*SOLAR

Unique and Patented Solar powered garage door opener ensures autonomous use where ac power grid is unavailable

*requires additional canopy arm #992012
Automatic parking Post

Innovative PATENTED stand-alone automatic parking post.

Ideal stand-alone & fully autonomous parking barrier to protect you private parking space from unauthorized parking of other’s vehicles or to protect your private driveway from unauthorized access.

Works 100% autonomously by a 12V battery.

Smart & easy: get it installed in 5 minutes only. No wiring required. Very easy stand-alone installation. Direct and easy fastening to the ground by the 2 supplied anchors.

MY PARK

Just open it line

Stand-by: consumption 0.0003A only

12V EN

Each my park can be controlled by up to 10 different remotes. Each remote can control up to 4 different parking posts independently.

MY PARK

Stand-by: consumption 0.0003A only

DUCATI’s low consumption technology make it as reliable as a hardwired system.

ensures up to 2 years autonomy before needing to re-charge the battery by the supplied battery charger.

Mechanical protection of the fastening bolts to prevent theft/ tampering.

Manual release system allows to manually move the bow in case of emergecy.

Anti-shock system. The arch is mounted on springs in order to be partially elastic to resist to minor front and side bumps.

Obstacle detection system: in case the arch touches any obstacle it will reverse movement to ensure maximal safety protection.

Once the battery needs to be recharged, the user will be advised visually: during the maneuver, the bow will stop a few seconds at 45° to indicate the battery needs to be recharged.

The My Park kit contains:
1 x MP2110 Automatic parking post
1 x 12V 5A rechargeable battery
1 x 2 channels remote control
1 x battery charger fastening anchors, release key, Installation manual
Swing Shutter Openers

Persy® is EASY
The easy, autonomous and flexible solution to automate swing shutters and blinds, suitable for any type of wood, aluminum, iron or PVC swing shutter.
It is installed on the architrave (Head Jumb) or on the still and is suitable for any shutter width, from single-leaf shutters window of min 45 cm, to largest door-window shutters.

Persy® is SMART
The intelligent solution to automate any pre-existing shutters.
Ideal for where there's no electrical grid provided to the window.
Featured with low consumption system: **Stand-by consumption is only 0.0003A** and this ensure long lasting autonomous performances.

You must no longer worry about the laying of specific electrical wiring. Persy, is designed to be powered only by a simple rechargeable battery that provides up to 18 months of power autonomy.

Persy® is SOLAR
PERSY can also be powered by solar panel to provide 100% autonomous use.
The long and thin solar panel is specifically designed to integrate with discretion on any type of architecture. Make your system self-sustainable and resets the electrical charges on your energy bill.

Easy manual release system. Simply lift the lever and the system unlocks and allows the leaf to manual movement. If the system is fixed at the top a cord attached to the lever makes it easy to release manually.

Thanks to the reduced dimensions, persy® can easily be installed on existing shutters/frames.

Fits any shutter window measuring:
1 wing shutter from min. 45 cm up to 90 cm in length
2 wings shutter from min 76 cm up to 160 cm in length
**Persy** is **STYLE**
With a footprint of only 7cm, Persy is almost invisible, thus safeguarding the aesthetics of your home. The motors are covered by an adjustable length profile that integrates with discretion in any architectural structure adapting to any type of shutter.

Electronic board, radio-receiver and power battery are integrated and invisible.

**Persy** is **SAFETY**
Equipped with obstacle detection system in accordance with the European Anti-Pressure Directive EN12453 EN12445 guarantees the safety of use of the whole family. The system automatically stops the engine when it detects an obstacle. An emergency manual unlocking system allows you to manually move the shutter at any time.

**Persy** is **MULTI-COMMAND**
You can choose whether to control the opening of your shutters by a wired button or by radio remote control/ or a GSM command from your mobile phone. An integrated and intelligent system that simplifies your life. You can enjoy the utmost comfort of home control by also moving several shutters together with a single command. This is the real smart home!

**Persy** is **ECO**
To better isolate your home from the cold and heat:
In winter, think about planning the automatic closing of your shutters at sunset: up to 10% savings on your heating bill.
In summer, a sensor can narrow the blinds exposed to the sun’s rays and reduce the heat inside the house by 9°C.

**Persy** is **PROTECTION**
Keeps your shutter locked with an anti-jam system ensuring your safety. Complementary electric lock and electric latch offers additional and extreme safety protection against burglary.
The integrated anti-theft alarm system protects your home and family, leaving you free to enjoy your time in complete serenity.
Moreover, an integrated sensor guarantees the real closure of the shutter and tells you even if you are not at home. An alarm is sent to warn.
In the event of burglary, Persy can also be connected and integrate your main alarm system.

 Requires at least 8 cm available space between fixture and closed shutter are required
Safety devices

**KOL**

KOL Stand-alone stylish stainless-steel finishing pair of columns with integrated infrared safety sensor (photocells).

Available in 45, 70, 120cm h versions.

The integrated infrared sensor’s position can be adjusted in height, while remaining invisible from the outside.

A perfect aesthetic and technical solution especially on sloping or downhill ground.

An LED courtesy light can be integrated and light your driveway each time you open your gate.

**QUBO**

Flashing lights give a visual warning that the gate or garage door is moving.

Slow blinking while opening, fast blinking while closing.

The STILO aerial antenna can be integrated on the flashing light to increase the radio commands working range.

**D-DOME**

The home security surveillance stand-alone dome camera that increases your home or office safety. 360° Pan rotation.

This night and day vision wi-fi camera integrates a slot for Micro SD card.

Wireless command by smartphone App.

**LASER**

Stainless steel photoelectric safety sensors to be installed directly on wall/pillar have a very thin design for minimal side footprint.

Used to prevent the gate to touch a vehicle or person trespassing the driveway while the gate is closing.

Command the automatic opening of the gate once the infrared light is interrupted.

KOL120 also integrates wired or wireless commands such as key-switch or electric key.
Remote Control devices

**PULT**

Unique radio rolling code remote controls are the ideal and simple solution to operate your openers with immediate response time. 2 or 4 buttons availables. When it comes to your confort the immediate responds to your command is what you deserve. Radio commands are the easiest solution to command any of your automated systems. Immediate response makes it the best solution in the most common daily use. Ducati offers unique radio rolling code system with over 3 billions combinations, which sends a new code every time you click your remote control to give you peace of mind that your family and property is safe and secure.

**RIXY**

Ducati's radio receiver. Storage capacity up to 100 remote controls are useful to increase remote control storage capacity of any Ducati's opener or to command any other third-party systems with Ducati's remote controls.

**GSM module**

Want to control your automatic systems from your mobile phone even when you are away from home? Open your device with a costless phone ring. Get notified by SMS each time your gate is opened. The GSM module can be wired and powered by any Ducati opener.

**GSM Intercom**

The GSM intercom systems integrates your gate opener and give you peace of mind to have full control of your entrance gate. You can answer your doorbel and open your gate from wherever you are even if no electric grid or wifi line is available next to your gate. Get notified by SMS each time your gate is opened. The GSM module and intercom can be wired to and powered by any Ducati opener.

**TASTY**

With this radio keypad you can open your gate from a distance up to 30m by simply digiting a 4 digit secret combination. You can keep your keypad with you or install it on the post/wall next to the gate. It will works by radio frequency. Up to 10 channels availables.

**WI-FI Apps...**

Want to command your swing shutters directly from your smartphone? Soon available. Apps are ideal to command all swing shutters of your home directly from your smartphone where wi-fi / Internet line is available.
100%
designed, engineered and manufactured in Italy